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Abstract 

The article compared in depth and analyzed the different types of loss listed company's financial value-driven 
effects produced in different types of asset restructuring from a new perspective of loss heterogeneity. The study 
found, the financial value-driven effects produced in the asset restructuring were influenced not only by the 
approach, the frequency and the range of the reorganization but also the loss heterogeneity between the objects 
of the reorganization (ie., the loss listed companies). Namely, the different types of asset restructuring behavior 
will produce different effects of the financial value drivers on the same type of restructuring objects, and the 
same behavior of asset restructuring will produce different effects of the financial value drivers on different types 
of the restructuring objects. 
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1. Introduction 

In a state of loss listed company，especially those who have already been ST listed company，if not in a short 
period of time to achieve profitability，will face the risk of delisting. Therefore, many loss listed company 
management difficult to turn for the better in their own circumstances, The implementation of the reorganization 
of assets, or directly change the security card. For their part, the reorganization of assets is the effective means to 
help the torsional performance, make the dead come back to life. Jensen (1988) study, Financial distress is 
helpful to improve the enterprise's performance and capital structure, high corporate debt in order to avoid 
reducing the value of the enterprise is more willing to implement restructuring in the financial crisis. Gertner and 
Scharfstcin (1991) think that effective debt restructuring can increase the investment of enterprises, reason for 
financial distress its effectiveness depends is too little investment or over investment and capital structure. Carter 
(1990) pointed out that the restructuring announcement after the performance of the company increased but not 
because of the accounting impact of book assets but due to the economic situation after the reorganization 
changes bring long-term benefits. However, despite the implementation of asset reorganization or Huanshuai 
owners many losses into profit the listed company, shell protection to shield, but may also have negative effects 
of "invite wolves into the house", which have been adversity losses listed company one disaster after another, 
finally can only hasten their delisting or bankruptcy. Such as Magenheim and Mueller (1988) compared with the 
result of test of showed that after the reorganization of the company's performance has declined, Agrawal Jaffe 
and Mandelker (1992) found company market adjustment performance after reorganization does not rise to fall. 
However, despite the implementation of asset reorganization or Huanshuai owners many losses into profit the 
listed company, shell protection to shield, but may also have negative effects of “invite wolves into the house”, 
which have been adversity losses listed company one disaster after another, finally can only hasten their delisting 
or bankruptcy. Such as Magenheim and Mueller (1988) compared with the result of test of showed that after the 
reorganization of the company's performance has declined, Agrawal Jaffe and Mandelker (1992) found company 
market adjustment performance after reorganization does not rise to fall. In addition, the reorganization of assets 
may be substantial performance had no effect on the loss of the listed company. Such as Bergstrom and 
Sundgren (2002) examines the restructuring performance of 28 companies in financial distress, the results show 
that after the reorganization performance and no significant change, not worth mentioning effect of financial 
distress on the performance of the company. Thus, effects of the assets restructuring of loss behavior of listed 
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company performance or value is not stable, so, what are the causes of asset restructuring behavior influence on 
the loss performance of listed company or the value of unstable? Unstable phenomenon although also affect 
scholars perceive the reorganization of assets to the company value, but most of them are from the asset 
restructuring and reorganization of assets or the way of motivation to search for explanations, but there is no 
good explanation why the same kind of asset reorganization mode on the performance of listed company or the 
value of the loss will be different. As the origin, because they pay no attention to the implementation of the 
reorganization of assets losses listed company itself also has many differences, such as the loss of frequency, loss, 
loss rate and the possibility of loss reversal (here called the heterogeneity of loss). In fact, it is possible that the 
heterogeneity of loss between the listed company exists, which leads to even the same assets reorganization may 
have different effects on different types of loss performance of listed company or value, and is different for 
different types of assets restructuring mode loss of listed company performance or value. 

Based on this, this paper puts forward from a new perspective of loss heterogeneity, financial value of assets 
recombination of different types of different types of loss listed company driving effect is compared and 
analyzed. The findings of this research, asset restructuring of loss of listed company financial value driven effect 
not only by the asset reorganization, restructuring and reorganization of the amplitude frequency characteristics 
of reflection factors of assets recombination effect, but also by the reorganization of the object (i.e., loss of listed 
company) loss of heterogeneity between (loss, loss, loss frequency and loss reversal the influence degree etc.). 
Namely: the asset restructuring behavior of different types have different financial value driving effect for the 
same type of the reorganization of the object, with an asset reorganization on the reorganization of objects of 
different types have different financial value driving effect. The significance of this research is: in theory, to 
further improve and enrich the connotation and characteristics of the theory of asset restructuring, development 
and extension of the reorganization of assets, corporate value evaluation research content; to strengthen the 
monitoring of the listed company asset reorganization proposal, put forward in practice, namely: to improve the 
supervision of the implementation of the reorganization of assets of the listed company, not only to features from 
the recombination frequency, restructuring and reorganization, asset reorganization of amplitude on itself, but 
also on the behavior subject, the implementation of the reorganization of assets reorganization, restructuring the 
difference of object behavior and the reorganization of the object of. 

2. Literature Review 

Research on asset restructuring impact on company performance or value has been a hot issue in academic 
circles and business circles. Especially in the Twelfth Five Year Plan in China today, in order to improve the rate 
of asset securitization, asset restructuring is an effective way to liquidize remnant assets are more popular with 
many listed company. In this regard, the scholars mainly reorganization of assets from the listed company's 
performance or value of. It includes the following three points: one is to enhance the value of recombinant. 
Gertner and Scharfstcin (1991) think that effective debt restructuring can increase the investment, but the reason 
for financial distress effectiveness depends is too little investment or over investment and capital structure. Chen 
Shou, Zhang Sha (2004) using the event study method to investigate 28 home ST company restructuring in 2000, 
the first year that the ST company after the reorganization performance increased significantly, and then two 
years show a downward trend; force and Liu Ying (2004) study found that mergers and acquisitions can bring the 
cumulative earnings target enterprises, the average cumulative excess return rate of 24.5%. Li Zhe (2006) by 
regression method was used to investigate 1998 to 2001 reorganization of ST company, consider the possibility 
of recombination frequency, recombinant large-scale companies ST the larger; Lv Changjiang and Zhao Yuheng 
(2007) 78 ST companies uses event study examined 1999 to 2001 reorganization, restructuring that has obvious 
effect on ST company, recombinant with immediate effect, but the effect is limited, not after the annual overall 
performance improvement; Ren Ru Juan (2009) were 12 ST companies in Shanghai 2006 reorganization by case 
law, think short-term financial effect is the reorganization of assets behavior of ST company and improve 
corporate performance, but this effect do not have continuity. Zhang Tongyu and Ding Yezhen (2010) , the 
characteristics of different recombination in different ways, after the reorganization of the performance are also 
different. Good short-term performance, asset sale and transfer, debt restructuring and reorganization of the 
mixture, poor sustainability. Long term asset restructuring performance was better than the rest of restructuring. 
The two is on the lower value of the reorganization. Harold Mulherin (2000) in the UK with 233 M & A cases, 
found the profitability of the restructured company presented the slow decline; Bruner (2002) collects and 
analyzes the research on the 15 financial indicators of corporate mergers and acquisitions abroad for 1977 to 
2001 years, 2 study shows the takeover performance is significantly negative, the 4 study is significantly positive, 
while the rest of the results was not statistically significant. Li Shanmin (2002) studies of to 2000 Shanghai two 
city of 1999 349 M & A events showed that, M & A can to the shareholders of the acquiring company to bring 
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significant wealth increased, while no significant influence on the Target Corp shareholders wealth. A new (2003) 
of 1993 to 1216 M & A events of 2002 China listed company is creating value are analyzed, pointed out that 
mergers and acquisitions created value for the Target Corp, but had a negative impact on the shareholders of the 
acquiring company. The three is on the independent value of the reorganization. Chen Xinyuan and Zhang 
Tianyu (1999) all company in 1997 in Shanghai Stock Exchange listing restructuring activities as the effects of 
sample inspection reorganization of the company value, the conclusion is: in the restructuring announcement, the 
stock price does appear fluctuation, the market reaction to the reorganization of assets. But the variance model is 
proved the existence of reactions, did not prove that the company value changes and equity transfer assets and 
asset replacement company stocks rise before announcement and then gradually declined, while the market for 
mergers and acquisitions, restructuring has no obvious reaction. Bergstrom and Sundgren (2002) examines the 
restructuring performance of 28 companies in financial distress results show that after the reorganization 
performance and no significant changes affecting financial distress on the performance of the company not worth 
mentioning. Lu Yumei (2003) the study suggests that, relative to the non asset restructuring of the listed company, 
the reorganization of the listed company's performance did not find significant improvement. 

To sum up, the conclusion of scholars study on effect of asset reorganization of the company performance or 
value is not entirely consistent, the inconsistent reason mainly lies in the research perspective, research methods, 
performance evaluation benchmark and sample selection differences and so on. In addition, there are still defects 
following aspects of previous scholars on the restructuring performance or the impact problem: 

It is from the point of research object, the majority of scholars will focus on various restructuring motivation has 
mixed listed company samples, both for expansion of motivation of merger and reorganization of these samples, 
also for security shell shield assets reorganization, and out of the speculative motive theme reorganization, they 
ignore the difference with different recombinant the motivation of listed company in the asset reorganization, 
restructuring performance and other aspects, there are few scholars pay attention to this difference, but it is only 
the ST listed company and other listed company to distinguish, recombinant specifically on the ST listed 
company performance analysis. This paper thinks, this division is not detailed enough, because the ST listed 
company is only those who have a loss for two consecutive years, although the ST listed company has strong 
recombination motivation losses, but the loss of only a listed company for less, avoid losses bring ST hat, can 
also occur recombination, and the continuous more than two losses, has not yet been delisting listed company for 
the last of the "life-saving straw" may also occur recombination. Similarly, Xue Shuang (2002) in the domestic 
first distinguish first loss and persistent loss firms conducted research on earnings management behavior, the 
results show that, the loss companies choose the earnings management behavior at different time. In the loss of 1 
years ago, in order to delay the loss of time and the consequences brought about by this, listed company will do 
high profit by improving the operational effect of line project or various forms of program trading arrangements; 
in loss year, due to loss of company can hardly be avoided, by lowering operating accruals or line project in take 
a shower, and reserve space for the next year, in spite of all loss companies are significantly lower profit 
management behavior, but the company first loss than continuous loss of the company in the loss year earnings 
management level. This shows that, in the loss of the listed company, it is necessary to account for heterogeneity, 
loss of listed company between the therefore, we should distinguish different types of listed company, this 
analysis focuses on the loss of only one listed company (hereinafter referred to as the first loss of sample), 
continuous loss of two or more than two times of the listed company (hereinafter referred to as. Deficient 
sample), respectively to investigate the effect of assets reorganization on their performance or value. 

The second is from the research point of view, before most studies focus on the way of assets restructuring and 
reorganization of assets incentive effect on firm performance or value, and most of the conclusions that the 
reorganization, different motives and effects on the performance of listed company or the value of the direction 
and the degree is different. However, due to the lack of attention to the implementation of the reorganization of 
assets losses listed company itself there are also different in many aspects, such as the loss of frequency, loss, 
loss rate and the possibility of loss reversal (this is called the heterogeneity of loss), causing them to no good 
explanation why the same kind of asset reorganization on the loss performance of listed company or the value of 
the impact will be different. In fact, it may be because of this loss of heterogeneity between the listed company, 
even the same asset reorganization way may have different effects on different types of loss performance of 
listed company or value, especially different assets reorganization way for different loss types of loss of listed 
company performance or value. This article is based on this, put forward from a new perspective of loss 
heterogeneity, on the financial value of assets recombination of different types of different types of loss listed 
company driving effect the detailed comparison and analysis. 

The third is from the method of research, the previous studies most only the recombination events set as the 
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dummy variable, this can reflect whether the loss of listed company in the recombination loss situation, did not 
reflect the reorganization, restructuring, reorganization, restructuring frequency direction more feature 
information in detail. In fact, in the event of a recombination losses listed company, due to the loss of listed 
company reorganization direction, mode, frequency and amplitude of restructuring has differences may exist, 
these differences may lead to reorganization have different influence on the loss characteristics of information 
listed company stock price or value differs very far, therefore, only the is obviously not reliable recombinant set 
as dummy variables obtained or not has effect on the loss of the listed company's stock price significantly 
positive effect of recombinant conclusion. Therefore, the author thinks, should reflect the loss of listed company 
assets reorganization activity variables are respectively arranged from the restructuring, reorganization, 
restructuring the direction of frequency and amplitude, restructuring behavior, distinguish different information 
on the characteristics of listed company value loss of a more detailed study. 

3. The Theoretical Analysis and the Research Hypothesis 

Loss heterogeneity mainly refers to the differences of various loss companies at a loss frequency and loss 
reversal possibility of. Researchers have found relatively late to the relationship between loss heterogeneity and 
the value of the company, and there are different views. Considering the heterogeneity of the deficit, foreign 
scholar Jenkins (2003) for the first time in accordance with the possibility of the bankruptcy of loss companies 
will be divided into four kinds of ruin probability in different types of samples, and conducted regression 
analysis, results showed that with the increase of the share of ruin probability, persistent surplus expected 
earnings declined. That is to say, for those who expected the surviving loss of listed company, the significant 
positive correlation between the rights and interests of persistent earnings and corporate value; but for those who 
expected bankruptcy losses listed company, its liquidation value and its value is more relevant to. After that, 
Peter Joos and George A. Plesko (2005) use of loss reversal model will loss the listed company to permanent loss 
and transient loss, the transient loss companies, due to a greater chance of loss reversal, possibility of executing 
the liquidation option is low, so the company value; and the possibility of turning a small permanent loss 
companies, means that the company had financial difficulties, is likely to perform liquidation options, therefore, 
its value by its liquidation value. These studies while taking into account the heterogeneity of losses, but they are 
not from the expected angle to explore the intrinsic value of loss companies in different types of driving factors. 
But the domestic has no scholars consider to distinguish research specifically on loss companies heterogeneity 
and various loss companies value from the expected angle. Xue Shuang (2002), Meng Yan and Yuan Chun 
(2004), Yuan Chun ( 2005), Xue Shuang (2008) studies of  and other scholars although the overall sample and 
the object of study gradually from losses and profits are mixed to special groups of samples for the loss or profit 
company (it should be said that great progress in research thoughts and methods), however, they did not take into 
account the differences that exist within the loss companies. In fact, as the number of loss making listed 
company gradually increased, the extent and nature of the loss companies loss will be different, put all the loss 
companies as the study sample with a nature study, mistaken for all loss companies, between accounting 
earnings and stock prices are weak correlation or negative correlation, which obviously is not accurate. In this 
paper, considering the heterogeneity between the quasi loss companies, from the expected point analysis on the 
asset restructuring behavior on different types of losses in the reorganization, restructuring the listed company 
for second years after the first year and after the reorganization of the value driving effect (Note 1). 

3.1 The Asset Restructuring Behavior in Restructuring that Year to Heterogeneous Loss of Listed Company Value 
Driving 

The current regulations listed company, listed company, financial status or other abnormal conditions will be 
special treatment to become the ST company; general ST even lose two years with an asterisk, is the 
implementation of the delisting risk warning, to investors that the stock may have terminated on the city; if third 
years to achieve the book profits will be for their own win back three years. During this period, at least without 
having to face the risk of delisting; if the company losses for three consecutive years the stock is listed on the 
suspension of listing suspension; after the first half of the year the company has still not returned, the exchange 
will directly decide to terminate the listing. For the shell shield loss motivation, listed company has certain losses 
will, and the reorganization of assets is an important way to many losses and losses reduced listed company. 
However, loss of different loss listed company may have great difference in intensity, losses will return value and 
return options. Zhang Xin (2008) studies show that, if the loss of listed company is expected to turning 
hopelessness in the year, loss making listed company will choose to increase at a loss when the loss (i.e. the 
implementation of negative earnings management), thought that the next annual profitability ready; if the loss of 
listed company is expected in the year expected losses, loss of listed company will choose take positive earnings 
management behavior in the loss year increase in loss in earnings, in order to avoid the company at a loss when 
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appear more serious loss or reduce the losses and breakeven point distance. For the first time a loss (here referred 
to as head loss) of listed company, since this is the first time a loss, management may blame the incidental 
factors or uncontrollable factors, they generally confidence in the future of the company to profitability is full, 
plus the first loss from the delisting standards and at least near two year buffer period, management layer may 
have luck or overly optimistic and relax vigilance, therefore, they use to reorganization of assets losses will not 
very strong, specific performance led by recombinant proportion deficient recombination frequency and small 
listed company low, restructuring and will be more inclined to asset replacement (Note 2). In contrast, those who 
have experienced loss even Kui listed company because of the losses of the previous year history, second years 
of losses are likely to pay more attention to the management, and the subsequent loss is likely to be a loss into 
profit after the implementation of product failure, this will reduce the asset management recombinant deficient 
confidence to a certain extent, but will increase the management of Future Ltd persistent losses or even 
bankruptcy of fear. In addition, even lose the listed company itself is facing greater suspended the listing or 
delisting risk, out of consideration for the shell shield, management will be more intense by the reorganization of 
assets profit motive, and because even lose two years to transition period only a year of delisting, management 
may be due to the psychological tension and removal of pressure to be anxious for success, therefore, even lose 
the listed company asset reorganization will more intense, specific performance even the recombination 
frequency loss listed company high and larger recombinant proportion, at the same time will be more inclined to 
take asset sale and transfer and debt restructuring the way (Note 3). Therefore, can make the following 
assumptions: 

Hypothesis 1: in the restructuring that year, even lose listed company reorganization of assets will lose more 
strongly than the first listed company, namely: even a listed company recombination frequency and 
recombination ratio were significantly higher than that of the first loss of listed company. 

Hypothesis 2: in the restructuring that year, even the loss of listed company assets reorganization way more 
inclined to the sale of assets recombination and transfer and debt, and the first loss listed company reorganization 
of assets way more inclined to the replacement of assets. 

Hypothesis 3: in the restructuring that year, assets restructuring on even Kui listed company generated financial 
value driven effect was significantly higher than that of the first loss of listed company. 

3.2 The Asset Restructuring Behavior in the First Year after Restructuring to Heterogeneous Loss Listed 
Company Value Driving 

Considering the particularity of Chinese listed company restructuring market motivation and interest mechanism, 
a new (2003) proposed a “new hypothesis of value transfer and redistribution” system factors, the hypothesis that, 
“some restructuring itself should not occur, or after will not create value, but the system factors existing leads to 
transfer to other stakeholders at the expense of increased value of the restructured company, this is in fact the 
interests and values between the shareholders of the restructured company and other stakeholders a redistribution 
or transfer.” According to this view, it is not difficult to speculate, recombination occurs in the short term, the 
Target Corp (reorganization) of the controlling shareholders and small shareholders will benefit, by 
recombination losses due to restructuring the listed company will be operating synergy, financial synergy effect 
and reduced or twisted into profit; but in the long run, recombinant behavior may also bring the negative 
influence to the value of Target Corp. Because the benefit compensation of the reorganizing party mainly from 
the primary market refinancing or two stock market speculation, if after the reorganization, restructuring found it 
impossible to upgrade the performance to re financing standard, or two level of market prices do not fully up, 
then it might to compensate themselves through the empty target listed company, which will make the loss year 
in restructuring the listed company future financial quality has declined, the recombination value driving effect 
will be reduced. Zou Huiwen (2005) the study also thinks, Chinese economy transition and the listed company of 
the historical background determines the existence of a large number of through the reorganization of assets is 
the value effect of the source of value creation, namely, management efficiency, restructuring the operating 
synergy, financial synergy effect, agency cost effect, underestimate the value of signal effect and other aspects of 
the role, the listed company's assets reorganization value effect in the short term is positive; however, according 
to his theoretical hypothesis, Chinese entrepreneur Shang Bu mature, like the concept of speculation, the pursuit 
of fashionable, enter unfamiliar areas, believe that their "error of judgment", which makes the reorganization of 
the company's assets with a blind so, the final result is often impaired by the reorganization of assets value of 
both sides. 

Replacement of assets refers to the controlling shareholders of listed company to the quality of the assets or cash 
exchange listed company’s bad assets, or to the main business of asset replacement non main business assets, 
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including the overall asset replacement and partial replacement of assets and other forms of. Xiao Hong (2009) 
studies showed that not only the replacement of assets, the company has relatively higher profitability, growth 
period and the debt paying ability, but also improve the profitability of the company through related party asset 
replacement motivation also get some relief. 

In addition, the shortcomings of corporate governance mechanism of Chinese listed company to the insider 
control phenomenon, independent directors and shareholders in the reorganization of assets decision can only 
play very little role, which makes some of the damage to the assets of the restructuring plan the future value of 
the company can be achieved, leading to long-term value effects of assets reorganization, the poor. Therefore, 
China's listed company in the reorganization of assets, the value effect in the short term is positive, but in the 
long term this a positive value driven weaken or even negative effect. Moreover, compared with the first loss 
listed company, listed company also may even lose after the reorganization of assets reorganization hollowed out 
and grab the interest, leading to its financial and asset quality will deteriorate faster, therefore, even a listed 
company produced in the reorganization of assets after the value driving effect will be more obvious changes 
than the first loss of listed company. Therefore, can make the following assumptions: 

Hypothesis 4: in the first year after restructuring, the first loss of listed company and even the loss of listed 
company reorganization of assets value of the driving effect is obviously decreased. 

Hypothesis 5: in the first year after restructuring, assets restructuring on even Kui listed company generated 
financial value driven effect change range is greater than the first loss of listed company. 

3.3 Asset Reorganization after the Restructuring of Second Years on the Heterogeneous Loss Listed Company 
Value Driving 

According to China’s existing laws and regulations, the listed company if a loss for two consecutive years after 
ST, the ST is marked with an asterisk before the need to special sign, if in the ST after third years of profitability, 
will be for their own win back the protection period of three years, the risk that the company can effectively 
resist the delisting. If the company fails to realize the protection period in torsion, and three consecutive years of 
losses, the SFC will suspend the listing qualification. If the suspension of listing after the first year, not losses, 
will be delisted from the exchange to handle the. On the contrary, if the company and through the CPA 
examination and recognition after a profit, you can apply for resumption of listing, but with an asterisk before 
the name of the security. According to this stipulation, the implementation of asset restructuring behavior to turn 
losses if the listed company, in the first year after restructuring to achieve profitability, whether it is the first loss 
of listed company or continued losses listed company will receive three years of protection, which will give all 
kinds of losses of listed company to adjust management, reforming the business enough time, and, with the 
passage of time, the asset restructuring behavior brings to the loss of listed company value driving effect will 
gradually weaken. If in the first year after restructuring, loss of the listed company fails to recombine through 
asset smooth losses, for those first loss listed company, means a loss for two consecutive years, will enter the ST 
company ranks, at this time, the management of the company in order to avoid delisting risk warning sign 
company with an asterisk, will take effective measures as soon as possible to profitability however, these 
measures will the negative value of assets recombination offset the original on the loss of listed company drive 
effect to a certain extent; for those who lost money for listed company, if after the reorganization of assets a year 
still not turn, will fall into the plight of the losses for three consecutive years, is the ST after the first years of 
losses, if after the reorganization of assets of second year no losses, the company will be with “special warning 
signs”, therefore, the management of the company will be more nervous, for the housing purposes, they will be 
more actively take measures to turn, at this time, the negative value effect of assets reorganization bring losses 
will be offset by the listed company. Therefore, can make the following assumptions: 

Hypothesis 6: second years after the reorganization, the first loss of listed company and even the loss of listed 
company reorganization of assets value of the driving effect is obviously decreased. 

Hypothesis 7: second years after the reorganization, the reorganization of assets to even Kui listed company 
generated financial value driven significantly effect the change extent and the first loss of listed company is not. 

4. Research and Design 

4.1 The Selection of Samples 

To verify the above hypothesis, selected from 2003 at a loss to 2008 and at a loss when the implementation of 
the reorganization of assets of the listed company based samples, and according to Chen Xinyuan, Zhang Tianyu 
(2003) study, effects of the assets restructuring of the value of the company need time to digest the information, 
the market will take some time, here appropriate stretched observation window, trying to compare various 
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Sample Firms at a loss ratio, the reorganization in restructuring that year, the first year after restructuring, 
reorganization after second years compared to the difference, may strongly in recombinant meaning restructuring 
the previous year of restructuring the way choice and the various ways to loss of listed company value driving 
effect etc.. Considering the particularity of financial statements and regulatory properties, this paper out of the 
financial insurance industry listed company; to ensure data integrity and accuracy, this paper also eliminate the 
reversal of loss data are not available and data abnormal samples, missing data collected from Chinese listed 
company information online by manually sorting can supplement. After the above processing, sample finally 
determined as shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. The research sample selection process 

Observation of the year 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Total

All losses listed company annual observations 197 223 303 223 147 327 1420

Eliminate:        

Finance and insurance losses listed company 3 4 3 1 2 3 16 

Missing data loss listed company 29 39 15 40 42 48 213 

Abnormal data loss listed company 22 25 15 25 29 30 146 

The final choice of loss companies annual sample size 143 155 270 157 74 246 1045

The sample size in the reorganization of the loss companies 63 63 112 65 27 85 415 

Note: due to the sample in each year in the first year after restructuring, reorganization, reorganization after second years with respect to 

changes in the value of financial restructuring last year, so the actual calculation using data covering the period from 2002 to 2010 a total of 

nine financial year). 

 

4.2 To Measure the Asset Restructuring Behavior 

In order to reflect the asset restructuring behavior loss listed company occur, this paper set up all kinds of losses 
of listed company in four indicators recombinant proportion, recombination occurs when the frequency of 
recombination and recombination, recombinant amplitude to measure. Among them, recombinant proportion is 
in the number of losses in the reorganization of the Sample Firms accounted for the proportion of the total loss of 
the Sample Firms to represent; recombination frequency in loss companies in times of asset reorganization 
occurs when the recombinant expressed; recombinant is based on the specific transaction classes to implement 
the reorganization of assets, including asset sale and transfer, asset replacement, debt restructuring and 
reorganization of mixed type in four ways; recombination rate is the amount of the transaction related to the 
reorganization of assets reorganization of the proportion of total assets at the end of the said, specifically, 
different type of reorganization under amplitude measurement: asset sale and transfer to the sale price and 
reorganization of year end total assets ratio; asset replacement to set out replacement of assets price and 
restructuring that year end total assets ratio; debt restructuring, debt restructuring and reorganization of the 
amount in current year total assets ratio; mixed before the three case ratio and said. 

4.3 To Measure the Asset Reorganization Object Heterogeneity 

Heterogeneity in order to reflect the reorganization of assets loss object-listed company itself, the loss of the 
sample according to the loss of continuity is divided into the first deficiency group and even deficiency group, 0 
said even deficiency group, with 1 representing the first loss group. 

4.4 To Measure the Loss of Listed Company Financial Value Driven Effect 

The present research in the event study method and case method, only selected a few sample data analysis, the 
inspection efficiency is low, and the research of event study method of stock price to reflect the degree of 
recombination events, through the car before and after the reorganization of the news announced stock calculated 
to evaluate the performance of the asset restructuring. The method is based on two assumptions: one is the 
capital market is effective, the value of the company is fully reflected in the stock price changes; two is in the 
event window in the absence of other factors affecting the stock price. Zhao Xi and Zhou Jun (2008) think, 
because of China’s capital market is still very young, strong market speculation, the intrinsic value of the stock 
price can not reflect the stock. To make up for the shortcomings of previous studies, this paper collects the 
sample data are selected, the annual loss of Sample Firms in the reorganization of assets, restructuring of the 
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previous year nine indexes of first year, after the reorganization and restructuring after second years of annual 
report values (including reflect company profitability index: operating profit ratio, net asset interest rates, 
earnings per share; reflect the company’s operating capacity indicators: total asset turnover ratio; reflect the 
company's solvency indicators: the ownership equity ratio, current ratio, quick ratio; reflect the company's 
development capacity indicators: the growth rate of total assets, operating income growth rate) as the object of 
study, using the factor analysis method to study the comprehensive factor score second years of losses in the 
reorganization, restructuring the listed company after the first year, after the reorganization, the changes of factor 
scores to measure the assets restructuring of loss for the listed company's financial value driving effect is 
different, and compared and analyzed the driving effect of recombinant, recombination frequency and the 
reorganization of assets recombination rate the various types of losses of listed company financial value. 

5. Research Methods 

In order to fully reflect the implementation of the reorganization of assets overall Sample Firms operating 
conditions, we selected nine indicators of the Sample Firms in 2003 to 2008 year-end report value as the research 
object, the comprehensive factor score calculated by the method of principal component analysis to examine the 
various types of losses in the reorganization, restructuring the listed company after the first year, second years 
after the reorganization changes in the value of financial restructuring last year, to verify the asset restructuring 
behavior of various losses of listed company financial value driven effect size and persistence. 

5.1 The Appropriate Test Factor Analysis 

In the factor analysis to correlation of the original variables to test the first, this paper uses KMO test and the 
Bartlett test, the 4 observation period data of the test results in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. The test results of KMO test and bartlett ball 

Period 
Restructuring the 
previous year 

Restructuring 
that year 

The first year 
after restructuring 

Second years after 
the reorganization

KMO Value 0.604 0.620 0.592 0.567 

Bartlett 
ball test 

Chi square value 2445.118 1933.769 1601.784 1206.507 

Concomitant 
probability 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

 

From Table 4 can, before the reorganization, restructuring that year, a year after the reorganization, restructuring 
of the first year after second years of KMO values were 0.604, 0.602, 0.592 and 0.567, were higher than the 0.5 
usually standard; concomitant probability Bartlett ball test was 0, lower than the significance level 0.10, test 
results show that each year the sample used for factor analysis. 

5.2 Extraction Factor 

In this paper, using the principal component extraction method of factor analysis, a set number of factor 
extraction was 5, the 4 observation period of data analysis results are shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Factor variance contribution rate 

Period Restructuring the previous year Restructuring that year 

Factor 
The 
variance 
contribution 

The variance 
contribution 
rate (%) 

The cumulative 
variance 
contribution rate 
(%) 

The 
variance 
contribution

The variance 
contribution rate 
(%) 

The cumulative 
variance contribution 
rate (%) 

1 2.802 31.130 31.130 2.855 31.726 31.726 
2 2.097 23.302 54.431 1.984 22.043 53.768 
3 0.977 10.856 65.287 1.220 13.556 67.325 
4 0.916 10.178 75.465 0.882 9.795 77.120 
5 0.818 9.0910 84.556 0.707 7.851 84.971 
Period The first year after restructuring Second years after the reorganization 

Factor 
The 
variance 
contribution 

The variance 
contribution 
rate (%) 

The cumulative 
variance 
contribution rate 
(%) 

The 
variance 
contribution

The variance 
contribution 
rate (%) 

The cumulative 
variance contribution 
rate (%) 

1 2.769 30.763 30.763 2.371 26.345 26.345 
2 1.764 19.600 50.364 1.800 19.998 46.343 
3 1.172 13.023 63.387 1.397 15.522 61.865 
4 1.012 11.248 74.635 1.011 11.232 73.097 
5 0.885 9.836 84.471 0.847 9.415 82.512 

 

In Table 3, the variance contribution rate of each factor is used to measure the original data interpretation ability, 
the ability to explain the cumulative contribution of variance to measure the 5 factors on the original data of total. 
To observe the accumulated variance contribution rate can be seen, in the previous year, restructuring 
restructuring that year, the first year after restructuring, reorganization after second years, 5 factors on the 
original data general explanation ability is respectively 84.556%, 84.971%, 84.471% and 82.512%, are close to 
the 85% level, suggesting that the 5 common factors reflect most information of original data, factor analysis is 
an ideal effect. 

5.3 According to the Factor Score Function for Each Sample Were Calculated in the Score of Each Factor 
Recombinant Year 

Factor score function for each sample: 

imimjij XFAC   , i=1,2,…,n；j=1,2,…,5；m=1,2,…,9; 

Among them,the FACij scores for the I sample in the j factor , the  imj is I samples of the M primitive indexes in 
the j factor, the value obtained directly from the component score coefficient matrix, Xim is the first I samples of 
the M primitive indexes, n said all kinds of sample size. 

5.4 According to the Variance Contribution Rate of Each Factor Were Calculated in Recombinant Factor When 
the Score 

Comprehensive factor score function for each sample: 

ijiji FACFAC   , i=1,2,…,n；j=1,2,…,5; 

Among them, FACi is the I sample scores in comprehensive factor recombinant was; rate of ij contribution to 
the variance in I samples in the j factor; FACi scores for the I sample in the j factor. 

According to the above steps of using SPSS13.0 can be calculated for each sample score, in the comprehensive 
factor recombinant the and so on, comprehensive factor score can be calculated for each sample in a year, in the 
first year after restructuring, before the reorganization after the reorganization of second years, and then to the 
comprehensive factor score mean difference that the implementation of the reorganization of assets of financial 
value drivers effect, then compare the first loss and even loss of sample group reorganization value driven effect 
and persistence. 
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6. Empirical Analysis 

6.1 Descriptive Statistics Analysis 

6.1.1 The Annual Sample and Full Sample in Proportion and the First Loss, Recombination Loss Comparison 

 

Table 4. The first loss group and even deficiency group in restructuring the proportion of recombinant 
comparison table 

Observation of the year 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Total 

The final choice of loss companies annual 
sample size 143 155 270 157 74 246 1045 

The total number of samples in the 
recombination loss 63 63 112 65 27 85 415 

The first loss of sample number 61 61 88 30 18 83 341 

The number of the first loss in a sample of 
recombinant 29 18 35 9 8 20 119 

Recombinant proportion the first loss in a 
sample 47.54% 29.51% 39.77% 30.00% 44.44% 24.10% 34.90% 

Even the loss of the number of samples 82 94 182 127 56 163 704 

Even the loss of recombinant number 
samples 34 45 77 56 19 65 296 

Even the loss of sample recombinant 
proportion 41.46% 47.87% 42.31% 44.09% 33.93% 39.88% 42.05% 

Note: here even deficit including intermittent multiple losses and continuously occurred repeatedly loss in two cases. 

 

The data in Table 4 shows, from the above the first loss samples and even deficient sample recombination occurs 
in the proportion of each year, except in 2003 and 2007, the rest of the year even deficient sample recombination 
ratio was significantly higher than that of the first loss of samples, and 2003 to 2008 in all samples, even 
deficient sample recombinant proportion also obviously higher than the first loss of samples, which 
demonstrated that in the restructuring that year, even lose listed company reorganization of assets will lose more 
strongly than the first listed company. At the same time, we presume that in 2003 and 2007 the first loss of 
sample recombination occurs abnormal ratio higher than even the new accounting standards event loss possible 
samples and in 2003 the beginning of the implementation of special treatment regulations according to the 
provisions of the listed company and losses related to the implementation of the 2007. To further confirm the 
first loss samples and even loss difference in recombination rate of the sample, the author draws the trend of 
change observed various loss companies sample recombinant proportion, from Figure 1 shows that, during the 
whole observation, even the change trend of deficient sample recombination ratio and the first loss samples 
recombinant proportion change trend is just the opposite, which leads to the full sample recombinant proportion 
showed no obvious change in different years. 
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Figure 1. Loss companies to sample recombinant proportion trend chart 

 

6.1.2 The First Loss of Sample Group and Recombinant Frequency 

In the whole sample period, the first loss of sample group and recombinant frequency and amplitude even deficit 
recombinant sample comparison. 

 

Table 5. Reorganization and restructuring the mean and median frequency amplitude of each sample group  

The classification of 
samples 

The first loss of 
samples (116) 

Even the loss of 
samples (280) 

Two sample comparison 

Recombinant variables The mean Median The mean Median Mean comparison The median comparison

Recombination 
frequency (CZPL) 1.5345 1 1.9250 1 3.119** 2.855 

Recombination rate 
(CZFD) 

0.0711 0.0332 0.1204 0.0620 3.710*** 3.371** 

The degree of loss 
reversal(KSNZ) 

0.0584 0.0486 0.1864 0.0982 2.952** 15.666*** 

Note: 1 means comparison report is t T statistics test, the median comparison report is the Mann-Whitney U Z test statistics, ***, **, * 

denote significant in statistical levels 1%, 5%, 10%. Table 2, sample 5 and follow-up in each table is from recombinant proportion sample 

(415) from 19 companies restructuring amplitude anomaly of the years, finally retained 396 firm years. 

 

Comparison of results from Table 5 reports the sample frequency and amplitude of recombination between 
recombinant mean and median shows: even the loss of recombination frequencies mean recombination 
frequencies mean sample in the statistical level of 5% was higher than the first loss of sample group, but no 
difference between the two types of samples of recombinant median frequency; even the deficient recombine ant 
frequency mean recombination rate the mean sample in the statistical level of 1% was higher than the first loss of 
samples, and even the loss of median recombinant amplitude sample in the statistical level of 5% sample groups 
was significantly greater than the first loss of the median frequency of recombination. These instructions even 
deficient recombinant frequency and amplitude of the sample group were significantly higher than the first loss 
of samples, combined with recombinant proportion front analysis result, further proof that even deficient 
recombinant will sample is higher than that of the first loss of samples, which confirmed the hypothesis above 1. 
In addition, the statistical results also show, even the loss of samples after the reorganization losses mean 
reversal degree in statistics at 5% level was higher than the first loss of samples, and the reversal of loss, even 
the median loss reversal degree deficient samples after the reorganization occurred in the statistical level of 1% 
sample groups was significantly greater than that of the first loss these preliminary results suggest that deficiency, 
even sample group in the restructuring performance of the reorganization may first loss than restructuring 
performance of sample group of higher. 
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6.1.3 The First Loss of Sample Group and Recombinant Deficient Sample Group 

In the whole sample period, the first loss of sample group and recombinant deficient sample group. 

 

Table 6. The first loss and even loss in assets reorganization in the reorganization analysis table 

Recombination 
The sale and transfer 
of assets 

Replacement of 
assets 

Debt 
restructuring 

Hybrid 
recombinant 

Total 

The first loss of samples 79 18 8 11 116 

The proportion of 68.10% 15.52% 6.90% 9.48% 100% 

Even the loss of samples 167 25 41 47 280 

The proportion of 59.64% 8.93% 14.64% 16.79% 100% 

Total 246 43 49 58 396 

Note: the Ruisi database classification method of asset restructuring of the way, it will be divided into asset sale and transfer, replacement of 

assets, debt restructuring, reorganization of the four kinds of mixed. 

 

See from the results in Table 6, in the entire sample period, the first loss of samples of restructuring of the order 
from high to low for the asset sale and transfer, asset replacement, mixed restructuring, debt restructuring; even a 
sample group of reorganization of the order from high to low for the asset sale and transfer, mixing, debt 
restructuring restructuring and asset replacement. This text with the hypothesis 2 is not completely consistent, 
the first loss group and even deficiency group considering restructuring options are asset sale and transfer, for the 
loss of listed company, regardless of is the first loss or consecutive losses, the sale of assets and transfer them 
into the preferred way is surplus, the reason may be because existing in China capital market, the implementation 
of asset sale constraints and transfer is relatively less, for the loss of a listed company can save transaction cost 
benefits to them; secondly, for the first loss group, select the replacement of assets restructuring mode before the 
debt restructuring, for even deficiency group, choice of debt restructuring in the asset replacement before, that 
even the losses were more likely to choose the restructuring effect of recombinant fast, restructuring and the first 
loss groups tend to choose heavy group effect slower. 

6.2 Analysis of the Effect of Asset Reorganization on the Loss of Sample Overall Value Driving 

 

Table 7. The whole sample statistic significant difference 

Paired Samples Test 

With log 
The comprehensive scores of 

each period sample difference 

Paired Differences 
T df 

Sig. 

(2-tailed) Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

Pair 1 FAC0 - FAC_1 0.000 0.541 0.027 0.000 395.000 1.000 

Pair 2 FAC1 - FAC_1 0.000 0.585 0.029 0.000 395.000 1.000 

Pair 3 FAC2 - FAC_1 0.003 0.565 0.028 0.089 395.000 0.929 

Pair 4 FAC1 - FAC0 0.000 0.463 0.023 0.000 395.000 1.000 

Pair 5 FAC2 - FAC1 0.003 0.487 0.024 0.104 395.000 0.918 

 

In Table 7, FAC_1, FAC0, FAC1, FAC2 respectively represent the first year of implementation of the 
reorganization of assets losses in the previous year, listed company reorganization restructuring that year, after 
the reorganization and restructuring of the second year after the comprehensive factor score. From the 
comparison of the results of the paired, paired two tailed t test significance levels close to or is 1, far higher than 
the significance level 5%, that means every two annual comprehensive score no significant difference before and 
after the reorganization, the financial value of all samples did not change significantly, which shows in the before 
and after the reorganization of assets, asset reorganization from the whole and did not produce significant 
financial value of losses listed company drive effect. 
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6.3 The Influence of Drive Effect Heterogeneity of Loss on the Reorganization of Assets Restructuring of the 
Object Value 

If there is a significant difference between the behavior of asset reorganization to test whether there is significant 
financial value to each sample and their driving effect, here for a single sample mean test and independent 
samples test statistics of packet loss based on frequency, the results are as follows: 

 

Table 8. Packet statistics and its significant difference test results (One-sample test and independent samples test) 

The overall 

score 
KSPL N Mean 

One-Sample Test 
Levene’s Test for 

Equality of Variances

t-test for Equality 

of Means 

T Sig. F Sig. t Sig. 

FAC0_1 
0 280 0.002 0.069 0.945 

1.454 0.229 
0.135 0.893 

1 116 -0.006 -0.131 0.896 0.146 0.884 

FAC1_1 
0 280 0.053 1.412 0.159 

2.993 0.084 
2.818 0.005 

1 116 -0.128 -3.068 0.003 3.225 0.001 

FAC2_1 
0 280 0.086 2.483 0.014 

0.363 0.547 
4.700 0.000 

1 116 -0.199 -4.587 0.000 5.134 0.000 

FAC10 
0 280 0.051 1.787 0.075 

1.366 0.243 
3.420 0.001 

1 116 -0.122 -3.167 0.002 3.611 0.000 

FAC21 
0 280 0.033 1.098 0.273 

0.494 0.482 
1.960 0.051 

1 116 -0.072 -1.813 0.072 2.107 0.036 

*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level. in the loss frequency (KSPL) variable, 1 said that the first loss group (116), 0 

consecutive loss group (280). 

 

In Table 8, FAC0_1 said the implementation of the reorganization of assets losses of listed company in the 
comprehensive factor score of recombinant the comprehensive factor score and reorganization of the previous 
year difference, can reflect the asset restructuring behavior in the reorganization in the value of the loss of listed 
company drive effect size; FAC1_1 said poor comprehensive factor score and the scores of the first years of 
restructuring factor one year before the implementation of the reorganization of assets losses listed company 
after the restructuring, which can reflect the asset reorganization in the first year after restructuring of listed 
company have loss of value driving effect size; FAC2_1 said implementation of the reorganization of assets 
losses after the reorganization of listed company in second comprehensive factor score and the scores of years of 
recombinant factor of the previous year the difference, can reflect the asset reorganization after the restructuring 
of the listed company second years loss value of the driving effect size; FAC10 said implementation of the 
reorganization of assets losses of listed company in the first year after restructuring and reorganization of the 
comprehensive factor score of comprehensive factor score was poor, can reflect the asset restructuring behavior 
in the reorganization in the listed company production losses value driven effect last year 1 after the restructuring; 
FAC21 The implementation of the reorganization of assets loss factor score of comprehensive listed company in 
the first year after second years of restructuring and reorganization after the comprehensive factor score 
difference, can reflect the asset restructuring behavior in the first year after restructuring the listed company 
produces loss value driving effect in recombinant after second continuous years. 

According to the first loss group and even deficiency group do one sample test (test value is 0), from table 8, 
FAC0_1, FAC1_1, FAC2_1 levels in each group was significant to know: the asset reorganization year in the 
reorganization of assets relative to restructuring the previous year, both for the loss or even on the first loss group, 
there wasn't significant difference in financial value driven effect; asset reorganization after the reorganization of 
assets relative to a year before the first year of restructuring, the even deficiency group is still no significant 
value driving effect, but for the first loss in statistical level of 5% produced a reverse value obviously driven 
effect, which reduces the first loss group financial value; asset reorganization in second years after the 
reorganization restructuring relative to a year ago, the first loss in statistical level of 5% produced a reverse value 
obviously driven effect, for even deficiency group in statistics at 5% level have positive value obviously driven 
effect, which reduces the first loss group financial value, enhance the financial value of a group. These show that 
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the asset restructuring behavior, though not to the whole sample of obvious value driven effect, but the grouping 
of samples according to the loss frequency has obvious value driven effect, however, this value can only be 
driven effect will be after the reorganization of the year reflected, which has lagged behind, and this effect will 
reduce the first loss group samples of the financial value, will improve even Kui samples financial value. The 
reason may be the first loss group more is no statement reorganization substantial help for loss of listed company, 
and even deficiency group under the delisting pressure and achievement projects, more preference to be able to 
generate value promotion effect on the loss of substantial restructuring for listed company. 

From table 8 FAC10 levels in each group were showed: after the reorganization of assets relative to the first year 
of restructuring, asset restructuring behavior on even deficiency group generated financial value driven effect 
increased significantly in statistics at 10% level, while the asset restructuring behavior on the first loss of group 
financial value decreased significantly in the driving effect statistical level of 5%, it could not confirm the above 
assumption 4, the reason is that even the loss of the listed company's management more prone to substantial 
restructuring, the value driving effect tend to lag behind, and the first loss of listed company management more 
tend to form on the restructuring, the value driving effect is often temporary so, resulting in the first year after 
restructuring, even the restructuring of value loss group driving effect enhancement, and the restructuring of 
value the first loss group driving effect. From Table 8 FAC21 levels in each group were showed: after the 
reorganization of assets second years compared with the first year after restructuring, asset restructuring behavior 
on even deficiency group of financial value and promote the effect did not change significantly, but the asset 
restructuring behavior on the first loss of group financial value reduction effect obvious decline in the level of 
statistics 10% the above hypothesis, which could not be confirmed 6, this shows that even a group of the 
reorganization of assets value and promote the effect is persistent, and the first loss of the reorganization of 
assets to reduce the value of group effect is transient characteristic. 

The first loss group and even deficiency group do the independent sample test, we can see from the results in 
table 13 of FAC0_1, Levene test significance level in more than 5%, indicating that two groups of sample 
variance is homogeneous, the significance level T test corresponding also is in 5% above, in the reorganization 
of assets that, relative to assets a year before the reorganization, asset restructuring behavior driven significant 
difference effect had no effect on the first loss group and even deficiency group generated financial value, shows 
that the above assumption 3 does not hold, the reason may be the effects of assets reorganization lag caused by, 
in the restructuring that year, asset restructuring behavior of various losses of listed company financial value 
driven effect is not clear, cause the difference between them was not significant. 

We can see from the results in Table 8 of FAC1_1, FAC2_1, Levene test significance level in more than 5%, 
indicating that two groups of sample variance is homogeneous, the significance level T test corresponding to less 
than 5%, in the first year after the reorganization of assets and restructuring after second years, compared with 
the previous year, assets reorganization, assets reorganization on the first loss and even loss of group financial 
value driven effect exists obvious difference, and driven from the comprehensive score of each value effect mean, 
asset restructuring behavior on even the deficient groups generated value driven effect was significantly higher 
than that of the first loss group value decreases the driving effect, which confirms the above assumption 5, in the 
first year after restructuring, assets restructuring on even Kui listed company generated financial value driven 
effect change range is greater than the first loss of listed company. 

We can see from the results in Table 8 of FAC10, Levene test significance level in more than 5%, indicating that 
two groups of sample variance is homogeneous, the significance level T test corresponding to less than 5%, the 
reorganization of assets after the first year of relative to assets restructuring that year, asset restructuring behavior 
on even deficiency group of financial value effect the first loss was significantly higher than that of group 
financial value reduction effect, which confirmed the above hypothesis 5; known from statistical results in Table 
7 of FAC21, Levene test significance level in more than 5%, indicating that two groups of sample variance is 
homogeneous, the corresponding T test level was significantly higher than that of 5%, the assets reorganization 
after the first year compared to second years after the reorganization of assets, asset restructuring behavior on the 
first loss samples and even deficient samples generated financial value driving effect had no difference, which 
confirmed the above assumptions 7, second years after the reorganization, the reorganization of assets to even 
Kui listed company generated financial value driven significant difference effect the change extent and the first 
loss of listed company is not. These results show that: considering the difference in the loss frequency of 
recombination sample should be in the reorganization of assets assessment of performance, and once again 
confirmed the first loss group are more inclined to form of asset restructuring, and even deficiency group are 
more inclined to substantial asset restructuring, validate the robustness of the conclusions. 
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7. Research Conclusion and Enlightenment 

In this paper, from a new perspective of loss heterogeneity, on the financial value of assets recombination of 
different types of different types of loss loss listed company driving effect in-depth comparison and analysis, the 
study found, assets restructuring of loss of listed company financial value driven effect not only by the asset 
reorganization, restructuring and reorganization of the amplitude frequency factors reflecting the reorganization 
of assets the act itself characteristics of the impact, but also by the reorganization of the object (i.e., loss of listed 
company) losses between the effects of heterogeneity. Namely: the asset restructuring behavior of different types 
have different financial value driving effect for the same type of the reorganization of the object, with an asset 
reorganization on the reorganization of objects of different types have different financial value driving effect. 
Specifically, in the restructuring that year, even lose listed company reorganization of assets will lose more 
strongly than the first listed company, namely: even a listed company recombination frequency and 
recombination ratio were significantly higher than that of the first loss of listed company, but also the first loss 
group and even deficiency group considering restructuring options are asset sale and transfer. From the asset 
restructuring behavior of heterogeneous samples generated financial value driven effect, asset restructuring 
behavior despite the absence of the entire sample of obvious value driven effect, but the grouping of samples 
according to the loss frequency has obvious value driven effect, however, this value can only be driven effect 
only in the reorganization of the years reflect, which has lagged behind, and this effect will reduce the first loss 
of samples of financial value, will improve even Kui sample financial value, in the first year after restructuring, 
assets restructuring on even Kui listed company generated financial value driven effect change range is greater 
than the first loss of listed company, but also the first loss group may more inclined to form of asset restructuring, 
and even deficiency group may be more inclined to substantial asset restructuring. 

Research implications of this paper is: in the reorganization of assets assessment of performance should not only 
consider the reorganization, restructuring and reorganization frequency amplitude reflects the reorganization 
behavior characteristic factor of itself, should also take into account the heterogeneity in recombination sample 
loss frequency, loss of historical condition. This provides a new perspective for the Commission to strengthen the 
supervision of the listed company, which is to improve the supervision of the implementation of the 
reorganization of assets of the listed company, not only features from the restructuring, reorganization and 
restructuring the amplitude frequency and pay attention to the assets reorganization behavior itself, but also on 
the heterogeneity of asset reorganization object. This requires the listed company in the disclosure of the relevant 
asset restructuring information, will target companies before restructuring losses in history, current losses, the 
possibility of a reversal of loss of more detailed information to all the investors and explained, in order to ensure 
that investors can the loss of listed company assets reorganization value effects are properly identified and 
reasonable assessment. 
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Notes 

Note 1. Here the value driving effect refers to the assets reorganization activities (including restructuring, 
reorganization and restructuring of the frequency range) to the Target Corp (reorganization, here refers to all 
kinds of losses affect the value of the sample). 

Note 2. Replacement of assets refers to the controlling shareholders of listed company to the quality of the assets 
or cash exchange listed company's bad assets, or to the main business of asset replacement non main business 
assets, including the overall asset replacement and partial replacement of assets and other forms of. Xiao Hong 
(2009) studies showed that not only the replacement of assets, the company has relatively high growth period, 
the profitability and solvency, and improve company profitability by related party asset replacement motivation 
also get some relief. 

Note 3. Because the asset sale and transfer of the whole sale and transfer of assets of the listing Corporation, so 
the quality can rapidly increase, income also can establish lever to see a movie; the divestiture of non-performing 
assets or sell assets and business not related to improve asset management capabilities, to highlight the main 
industry, but also have large sums of cash inflows, increases the debt paying ability. Therefore, the sale of assets 
and transfer by the theory and the practice is generally considered the more quickly the assets reorganization. 
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Debt restructuring is the listing Corporation in order to reduce the burden of debt restructuring the listing 
Corporation to improve financial structure, it can greatly reduce the company's debt ratio, significantly improve 
the company's equity ratio, improve the company's assets, therefore, a debt restructuring is a restructuring way 
more quickly. 
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